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Uncertainty in the money supply mechanism
and interbank markets in Colombia

Camilo González, Luisa Silva,
Carmiña Vargas and Andrés M. Velasco.�

Abstract

We set a dynamic stochastic model for the interbank daily market for
funds in Colombia. The framework features exogenous reserve require-
ments and requirement period, competitive trading among heterogeneous
commercial banks, daily open market operations held by the Central Bank
(auctions and window facilities), and idiosyncratic demand shocks and
uncertainty in the daily auction. Analytical derivations of their decision
making process show that banks involvement in the interbank market and
open market operations depend on their individual requirement constraint
and daily liquid assets. Our results do not show a linkage between the
uncertainty in the money supply mechanism and activity in the interbank
market. Equilibrium interest rate for the interbank market is derived,
and is shown that it is distorted by uncertainty at the daily auction held
by the monetary authority. Using data for Colombia, we test the main
results of the model and corroborate the Martingale hypothesis for the
interbank interest rate.
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1 Introduction

The correct functioning of interbank markets is important among other reasons
because banks can redistribute cash reserves among its participants, and because
interest rates reached in these markets provide a benchmark for other sectors of
the economy.
Regarding liquidity management, banks can smooth liquidity shocks by bor-

rowing or lending in the interbank market rather than prematurely cancel more
pro�table longer-term projects. Thus, due to these markets, it is possible to
avoid ine¢ cient hoarding of reserves as a precaution against unexpected liquid-
ity shocks. In addition, interbank markets play a key role in the transmission
mechanism of monetary policy through the credit channel under the in�ation
targeting regime.
We have two main motivations in writing this paper. First we aim to under-

stand how interbank markets work, and second, how Central Banks mechanism
to conduct monetary policy a¤ects outcomes (interest rates and loans) in those
markets. Even though we focus our attention in the Colombian case, the an-
alytical tools we develop here can be used to study a wide range of interbank
markets from di¤erent economies since they have some common features.
This paper is composed by four sections, including this introduction that in

what follows elaborates in our two main motivations. In section two we set a
model for the interbank market in Colombia. The third section presents the data
analysis for the case of Colombia in which we validate our analytical �ndings,
and �nally the fourth section concludes with some �nal remarks.

1.1 How do interbank markets work?

It is important to understand the monetary policy framework in which interbank
activity takes place. Colombia as many other countries established a �oating
exchange rate regime and started the process of converging towards an in�ation
targeting regime in the late nineteen nineties. During this process, monetary
aggregates were replaced by the interest rate as the instrument used by the
Central Bank.
The starting point is the announcement of an in�ation target for a future

period, usually one to two years ahead, which seeks to anchor in�ation expecta-
tions of private agents in the economy. In this sense, theoretically, when there
are shocks to the economy, the Central Bank changes the policy interest rate
to bring in�ation back into line with the target, and to maintain the economy
around its long-term trend.
It is expected that when the Central Bank changes its policy interest rate,

this immediately a¤ects the interbank interest rate resulting in changes in short
and long term interest rates in the markets. Therefore, the alignment between
the policy interest rate and the interest rate in the interbank market is a nec-
essary condition for the success of the monetary policy. It ensures the correct
operation of the monetary transmission channels and, ultimately, the ful�llment
of the in�ation target as well as an output gap close to zero.
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In Colombia, monetary policy works through auctions and window facilities.
Instead of controlling the interest rate directly, the Central Bank supplies re-
sources in a daily basis through auctions with amounts announced a day before;
and administers deposit and lending facilities to allow �nancial institutions to
let or get overnight resources at or from the Central Bank, respectively. The
aim of the monetary authority is to supply just enough resources to keep the
auction rates in line with the policy rate. The aim of commercial banks and
other interbank market participants is understood to be to maximize pro�ts
subject to liquid asset holdings, obligations to other banks and the requirement
constraint the Central Bank sets to diminish deposit default risks.
Trading day activity in the Colombian monetary market is not too simple.

The complexity arises due to a variety of possible operations and counterparts.
As explained by Cardozo, et al. (2011), there are collateralized and uncollat-
eralized trading that takes place in electronic negotiation systems or in OTC
(Over-the-counter) markets. Furthermore, a wide range of institutions are able
to trade in these markets (banks, bank-like institutions, stockbrokers, among
others) and the Central Bank holds open market operations (OMOs from now
on) at certain and known hours in a day.
Trading days start at 7 a.m., when Colombia�s large-value payment system

(CUD, in Spanish) and SEBRA (Electronic services provided by the Banco de la
República) open. At 8 a.m. institutions start trading in electronic negotiation
systems like SEN and MEC1 . Operations in SEN go until 1 p.m., while those
in MEC go until 5 p.m. Although banks can trade and negotiate until 5 p.m.,
most of the activity in the interbank market occurs before 1 p.m.
Central Bank holds two main OMOs: (i) auctions for funds by REPOS (1

p.m.)2 and (ii) lending and deposit facilities (4 p.m.). The amounts auctioned
are bounded by the Central Bank. Commercial banks and bank-like institutions
compete under a Dutch auction system. With the window facilities, the Central
Bank lends or borrows funds without setting a maximum amount, but charging
or paying interest rates di¤erent from the o¢ cial policy interest rate.
In section 2, we present a model that tries to capture stylized facts shown

in Figures 1 and 2:
Figure 1 shows average data for each of the 14 days in the requirement

period in Colombia. Spread accounts for the di¤erence between the aggregate
(collateralized and non-collateralized operations) interbank interest rate and
the policy rate (left axis). Daily reserves shows average holdings of liquidity by
institutions, to contribute to their reserve requirement constraint (right axis).

1SEN stands for Sistema Electrónico de Negociación (Electronic trading system) and is
administrated by Banco de la República. On the other hand, MEC stands for Mercado
Electrónico (Electronic market) and it is administrated by the Colombian Stock Market (Bolsa
de Valores de Colombia)

2Regulation allows the Central Bank of Colombia to hold expantionary and contractionary
auctions for funds by REPOS.
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Figure 1: Spread between the interbank interest rate and policy
rate, and daily reserves

We analyze the period January 2012 to April 2013. It looks as if banks follow
a reserve strategy in which they contribute to their reserve requirement with
big amounts at the beginning of the reserve period. With respect to the spread
between the interbank interest rate and the policy rate, it is also decreasing.
In the �rst days, the spread is around 20 basis points, but throughout the two
weeks it is reduced to a level close to zero in the last day. Consistent with their
desire to quickly contribute to their reserve requirement, commercial banks are
willing to pay higher interest rates in the interbank market at the beginning of
the reserve period.
Figure 2 show aggregate demand at the daily auction (left axis), and average

supply of resources in the interbank market (right axis). Consistent with the
reserve strategy shown in Figure 1, commercial banks demand more resources
in the auctions held in the �rst days of the reserve period, and o¤er relatively
little liquidity in the interbank market.3 This situation is reversed towards the
end of the two-weeks period.

3 In the aggregate, the total interbank market is equal to zero. We show only one side of
the transactions at the interbank market.
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Figure 2: Central Bank REPO operations and transactions in the
total interbank market, billion of pesos

It is worth noticing that demand for funds in the 13th day does not follow
the trend described above. We infer this behavior responds to precautionary
decisions by banks: since there is a chance of su¤ering negative demand shocks
the last day of the maintenance period (when their constraint binds), institutions
reduce their lending amounts and demand more funds both at the auction and
in the interbank market.
Section 3 presents empirical analysis of model in section 2. The model we

set explains nearly 80% of variance of contribution to the reserve requirement,
nearly 95% of variance of the interbank interest rates and nearly 28% of variance
of daily activity in the interbank market. We consider this a satisfactory result
given that this is a very stylized model of an interbank market.

1.2 How the monetary policy mechanism a¤ects interbank
markets?

In theory, the in�ation-targeting-regime policy tool is the interest rate, partic-
ularly, the policy rate that the monetary authority �xes at the desired level to
o¤set shocks to the economy, and take it to its steady state. An alternative to
this mechanism involves two rates separated by a spread to provide and receive
liquidity to and from markets.
In Colombia, as in many other economies (we show below), policy mechanism

acts through REPO auctions and lending and deposit facilities to implement
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monetary policy. Cardozo et al. (2011) argue in favour of two advantages for
having this system compared to a system with one or two explicit interest rates
through which all liquidity is managed:

1. It encourages the deepening of the interbank market, which is useful to
extract signals and evaluate solvency and risks taking by its participants.

2. It reduces the possibility of excessive leverage by the �nancial system,
which may be used to speculate on the foreign exchange or securities
markets.

This paper focuses on providing an analytical tool to evaluate the �rst reason.
We do not assess the second one. In order to understand how the interbank
market works in Colombia, we construct a framework that allows us to assess the
relationship between the mechanism through which the Central Bank provides
liquidity and the overall interbank market.
The Colombian mechanism to implement the monetary policy shares most of

the features with other countries operating under an (implicit or explicit) in�a-
tion targeting regime. In fact, a survey of 16 Central Banks (Australia, Brazil,
Canada, Chile, Colombia, United States, Europe, Japan, Mexico, Norway, New
Zealand, Peru, England, South Africa, Sweden and Turkey) shows the following:

� All of them have some overnight interest rate as the operative instrument
(either, the interest rate for non-collateralized credit or the interest rate
for collateralized credit).

� 15 out of the 16 banks use REPO at auctions, but they di¤er in frequency
and maturity.

� All these central banks administer lending and deposit facilities.

� Reserve requirement is less common, only 9 out of 16. Ine¢ ciency and het-
erogenous treatment among competitors are examples of reasons claimed
for not using it.

� Furthermore, central banks regulate the liquidity in a more permanent
way by buying or selling securities and international reserves. In the �rst
case, the securities can be issued by governments or, in some cases, by
central banks themselves.

Given that this money supply mechanism is widely used among in�ation
targeters, we think it is important to ask how the policy structure a¤ects the
interbank market. Our analytical results in section 2 allow us to conclude that
activity in the interbank market is not a¤ected by uncertainty in the daily auc-
tion, however it distorts the interbank interest rate. Our results show that when
the monetary authority commits to providing with certainty all the liquidity de-
manded by all institutions at the policy rate, the interbank interest rate is equal
to the policy rate.
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2 Model

We describe a model for the interbank daily market for overnight funds in
Colombia. The structure of the model follows some features of the problem-
setting, derivation and solution in Pérez & Rodríguez (2006).
We are not the �rst in building on the framework proposed by Pérez & Ro-

dríguez (2006) [PR (2006) from now on]: Cardozo, et al. (2011) set a framework
with the Colombian timing, but do not include sources of uncertainty, of which
we have two. Perez & Rodríguez (2010) allow for an extra facility in which com-
mercial banks clear their accounts between them and with the Central Bank.
This facility is designed to be occasional and the banks have uncertainty over
it. Kempa (2006) models common and idiosyncratic shocks, and Kempa (2007)
includes expected innovations in the demand for resources faced by banks along
with the demand shocks. Jurgilas (2006) introduces heterogenous banks, and
the possibility for foreign funding for them. Moschitz (2004) models the supply
side in detail from the perspective of the balance sheet of the Central Bank,
setting an explicit objective function for it.
We modify the structure of the model in PR (2006) in four aspects: �rst,

we allow for daily auctions instead of one in the entire requirement period;
second, we alter the timing of the model to have the auction after interbank
trading has taken place, at any given day, and not before; third, the banks in
our model optimally decide over the amount of reserves they accumulate each
day to contribute to their reserve requirement, which is a residual in PR (2006).
In this paper we present one of four possible timings for this decision to be
made: simultaneously with the auction demand decision4 . Fourth, along with
the demand shock in PR (2006), banks in our model face a second source of un-
certainty: there is a probability of not obtaining resources at the auction, which
is a shortcut for modelling an auction mechanism. Finally, the reader should
note that our framework does not take into account frictions that would alter
the perfect competition assumption, nor other sources of heterogeneity among
institutions (e.g. size), neither risk perception between market participants (or
other information problems).
We model a single reserve period where interbank daily activity is charac-

terized by the following timing: commercial banks start the day by paying back
or being paid back for interbank and auction interactions in the previous day.
At that point they �nd out their liquid assets and their outstanding reserve
requirement. They trade in the interbank market to maximize their bene�ts
with uncertainty about future supply (at the auction) and demand (at the en
of the day) shocks. Once the interbank trading has �nished and cleared, they
decide optimally how much to demand in the daily auction. We proxy this
OMO by assuming that only a fraction of banks obtains all the liquidity they

4We are aware that the timing of the decision about reserves may alter our results. Al-
though we state that banks and banks-like institutions have an explicit strategy to ful�ll their
required reserve restrictions, we do not know when exactly this decision takes place during
the day. In this paper we set the decision of how much the bank contributes to its reserve
requirement with the auction, and let other con�gurations for further research.
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have demanded, while the rest obtains no extra liquidity from the auction. At
this time of day, simultaneously with the auction, we assume that banks in our
model decide how much they will keep in reserve at the end of the day to con-
tribute to their reserve requirement. After the auction, banks �nd out the size
of their daily idiosyncratic demand shock, typically coming from their clients.
They take any spare liquidity they have at the end of the trading day to the
deposit facility at the Central Bank; or they get any needed liquidity from the
lending facility also at the Central Bank. Figure 3 presents a summary of the
described daily timing.

Begining
of the day

End of
the day

Banks take spare liquidity to the Central Bank deposit facility,
or ask from the Central Bank's loan facility any needed liquidity
to fulfill their obligations.

The interbank activity finishes, market clears

Banks idiosyncratic demand shock realizes

Banks decide optimal demand at the auction under uncertainty
simultaneously with the contribution to their requirement.

Banks pay back or are paid back previous day's loans or
borrowing of reserves, respectively
They acknowledge their liquid assets and outstanding reserve
requirement
Interbank activity starts, banks optimally decide to borrow or
loan resources

Central Bank gives all demanded liquidity to a fraction of
banks, at the policy rate.

Figure 3: Daily activity in the model

2.1 Set up

Consider a continuum of heterogenous commercial banks of size one, indexed
by j, that trade in a competitive fashion over daily reserves. There is a Central
Bank that provides liquidity through auctions and windows every working-day,
and that has established a requirement period of T calendar days. We set the
model for a single requirement period, and assume periods of T days independent
of each other to avoid an in�nite horizon and the necessity for discount rates.
The Central Bank sets each bank�s requirement exogenously from the model.
Banks hold reserves at the end of each day to complete the T -days-average
heterogenous amount, Qj , required.
We follow PR (2006) in de�ning the de�ciency, rj;t, as the amount of reserves

the bank j is short from the total requirement of T �Qj , at time t. According to
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this, banks satisfy their reserve requirement when

Qj �
1

T

TP
t=1
(rj;t � rj;t+1) , (1)

where each day during the requirement period, bank j starts with de�ciency
rj;t and decides on its next day�s de�ciency rj;t+1. Then rj;t � rj;t+1 is the
reserve that the bank j leaves at the end of the day t to contribute to its
requirement constraint.5 Note that in the last day of the requirement period
T , the requirement constraint is binding, therefore banks set their next day�s
de�ciency to zero (i.e. rj;T+1 = 0).
Daily reserves have both stochastic and deterministic components that will

be de�ned shortly.
At the beginning of every trading day t 2 [1; T ], commercial banks meet at

the interbank market and supply (bj;t > 0) or demand (bj;t < 0) net resources
to maximize bene�ts, subject to their heterogenous asset holdings, aj;t, at the
beginning of the day t. Banks clear the interbank market at the interest rate it.
Once the interbank trading activity has �nished for the day, the Central

Bank holds its daily auction to provide the �nancial system with liquidity. Banks
decide about demand resources (dj;t) by maximizing its expected pro�ts given
an expected auction interest rate Et (iomo;t).6 We introduce supply uncertainty
assuming each bank gets the resources it has previously decided to demand
with probability p 2 [0; 1], but with probability 1 � p it leaves empty handed.
Therefore for every day t, a fraction p of all institutions receive the liquidity
they demanded.
In our model, the Central Bank starts transmitting the monetary policy

stance by providing all the liquidity demanded in the daily auction at the pol-
icy interest rate ip. As information is common to all agents, we can expect
commercial banks will generate expectations over the auction rate such that

Es (iomo;t) = ip, (Assumption 1)

for all s; t 2 [1; T ].
Daily available reserves for bank j, before the auction in day t (mj;t), are

de�ned as
mj;t = aj;t � bj;t + dj;tI (p) , (2)

where the indicator function I (p) takes the value of one when bank j has been
drawn to get its demanded liquidity at the auction, with probability p, at time
t; and zero otherwise, with probability 1� p.
Note that equation (2) does not make explicit reference to payments of pre-

vious day�s auction demand/supply or interbank activity. This is because mj;t

5Reduction in the de�ciency should be non-increasing to re�ect Colombian regulation (i.e.
rj;t � rj;t+1 � 0). We do not attempt to incorporate this feature in this paper to keep the
algebra tractable.

6Throughout the paper we refer to the auction as if it were an expantionary mechanism,
however, Colombia regulation allows for contractionary auctions and in the model it is posible
to obtain dj;t < 0.
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is de�ned as a net �ow: re-payments in the interbank market and to the Central
Bank have taken place at the beginning of the day.
We have departed from model in PR (2006) by having a supply shock, but

also by allowing banks to optimally decide how much of the available daily
reserves they use to reduce its next day de�ciency, rj;t+1. This decision is
arbitrarily assumed to be taken simultaneously with the decision about dj;t at
the daily auction.
After the daily auction, banks realize they have been hit by a demand shock

for resources "j;t �
iid
F
�
�"; �

2
"

�
, typically coming from their clients. This shock

is of the same nature as the one described by PR(2006), and assumed to be
identically and independently distributed across time and banks.
Equation (3) summarizes daily reserves�sources (in the right-hand side) and

uses (in the left-hand side):

rj;t � rj;t+1 + ej;t = mj;t + "j;t, (3)

where we de�ne ej;t as residual reserves after supply and demand shocks, which
do not contribute to reduce the de�ciency. If ej;t > 0, the bank takes those
resources to the deposit facility at the Central Bank, that yields id. If ej;t < 0,
the bank demands those resources from the lending facility at the Central Bank,
at the cost il, since banks are not allowed to go overdraft through the night and
they have to honour their requirement constraint at time T .
Asset holdings by bank at the beginning of the next day are given by7

aj;t+1 = aj;t + "j;t. (4)

A solution for the model is the set of equilibrium interbank interest rates,
fi�t g, for each day of the requirement period, t 2 [1; T ]. The equilibrium interest
rates are determined by the clearing market condition:

1R
0

bj;t@j
i�t= 0. (5)

We follow PR (2006) in solving the model by backward induction. We start
by describing decisions at the last-day-of-the-reserve-period auction, to then
move backwards to the beginning of that day, T . Then we continue describing
decisions at T � 1, �rst at the auction followed by the interbank activity, and
we �nish showing recursiveness in the previous days of the reserve requirement
period.

7 It is useful to see it this way: bank j started day t with aj;t. It gave away resources at
the interbank market (bj;t), received dj;t at the auction with probability p, and the demand
shock "j;t. Next day, the bank recovers what it lent and pays back the money demanded at
the auction. Therefore, it starts the next day with assets:

aj;t+1 = mj;t + "j;t + bj;t � dj;t = aj;t + "j;t.
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2.2 Payo¤s and solution at the last day of the reserve
period

2.2.1 Bank�s problem at the last day auction

At period T , commercial bank j faces the auction having traded for the last time
in the interbank market in the current reserve period. It decides its demand for
liquidity, dj;T , to maximize the expected value of its pro�ts, with uncertainty
about whether it will get the money demanded, with probability p, and about
the demand shock, "j;T , that is only realized before the end of the day after the
auction has taken place.
The bank knows that after the auction it will �nd itself in one of three

situations: the bank might need resources to reduce its de�ciency to zero, since
the requirement constraint binds in period T . In this case it has to lend the
amount needed from the Central Bank facility, at the interest rate il. The other
two situations either leave the bank in perfect balance or with excess liquidity
that the bank will deposit at the Central Bank. As discussed before, this yields
id overnight.
Up to this time, the bank knows its assets (aj;T ), outstanding de�ciency

(rj;T ), policy and facility rates from the Central Bank (ip; id; and il), and the
distribution of supply and demand shocks (B (p) and F

�
�"; �

2
"

�
). The bank

knows that the requirement constraint is binding (rj;T+1 = 0), then it maximizes
its pro�ts at the auction conditional to its involvement in the interbank market
earlier in the day (bj;T ). The bank solves

max
fdj;T g

ET
�
�omoj;T (dj;T ) j rj;T+1 = 0; bj;T

�
, (6)

where�
�omoj;T (dj;T ) j rj;T+1 = 0; bj;T

�
=8>>>><>>>>:
�ipdj;T I (p)

+id
�
aj;T � bj;T + dj;T I (p)

+"j;T � rj;T

�
I (aj;T � bj;T + dj;T I (p) + "j;T > rj;T )

+il
�
aj;T � bj;T + dj;T I (p)

+"j;T � rj;T

�
I (aj;T � bj;T + dj;T I (p) + "j;T < rj;T )

9>>>>=>>>>; ,
(7)

where, again, the indicator function I (�) takes the vale of one when the condition
inside the parenthesis holds, and zero otherwise.
In the �rst line of (7), the bank pays the policy rate for its demand, dj;T ,

when realization of supply shock favours it. Subject to the realization of the
demand shock "j;T , the bank either: (i) saves money at the deposit facility
when resources available are greater than the reduction to zero of outstanding
de�ciency; or (ii) asks for reserves at the Central Bank�s facility when resources
available fall short of outstanding de�ciency. Note that with probability 1 � p
the bank gets nothing at the auction. Then, expected pro�ts previous to the
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last-day auction are given by

ET
�
�omoj;T (dj;T ) j rj;T+1 = 0; bj;T

�
=

p

8<:
�ipdj;T

+id ( ~mj;T � rj;T ) [1� F (rj;T � ~mj;T )]
+il ( ~mj;T � rj;T )F (rj;T � ~mj;T )

9=; (8)

+(1� p)
�
id (aj;T � bj;T � rj;T ) f1� F [rj;T � (aj;T � bj;T )]g
+il (aj;T � bj;T � rj;T )F [rj;T � (aj;T � bj;T )]

�
+p

�
idET ("j;T j "j;T > rj;T � ~mj;T )
+ilET ("j;T j "j;T < rj;T � ~mj;T )

�
+(1� p)

�
idET ["j;T j "j;T > rj;T � (aj;T � bj;T )]
+ilET ["j;T j "j;T < rj;T � (aj;T � bj;T )]

�
,

where we de�ne ~mj;t = aj;t � bj;t + dj;t, as reserves before the demand shock
of bank j in the event that liquidity has been provided at the auction at time
t 2 [1; T ].
First order condition to the problem in (6) gives:

d̂j;T =

(
rj;T � (aj;T � bj;T )� F�1

�
ip�id
il�id

�
with p

0 with 1� p
, (9)

where we de�ne reaction function with a hat over the variable, e.g. x̂. Then,
d̂j;T denotes the reaction function of bank j for demand of resources at the
auction, conditional on shock distributions and predetermined bj;T .
Note that in deriving (9) we follow PR (2006) in assuming that, for any kj;t

conditioning the expected value of the demand shock, it holds that

@

@kj;t
Et ("j;t j "j;t ? kj;t) = 0. (Assumption 2)

Replacing (9) in (8), it is straight forward to see that marginal supply of re-
sources in the interbank market earlier in the day a¤ects the objective function
before the auction as follows:

@
@bj;T

ET

h
�omoj;T

�
d̂j;T

�
j rj;T+1 = 0; bj;T

i
=

�pip � (1� p)
�
id +

�
il � id

�
F [rj;T � (aj;T � bj;T )]

	
. (10)

Marginal supply of liquidity in the interbank market reduces pro�ts at the auc-
tion. Obtaining that marginal liquidity costs the policy rate with probability
p, or, depending on the size of the demand shock a cost between the lending
and the deposit rates from the Central Bank facilities with probability 1 � p.
A positive demand shock reduces the probability of having to visit the lending
facility of the Central Bank and reduces the cost. A negative demand shock
increases the probability of having to visit the lending facility of the Central
Bank and increases the cost.
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2.2.2 Bank�s problem at the last day�s interbank market

We continue solving the bank�s problem at time T by backward induction. Now
we focus in the beginning-of-the-day maximization problem. Bank j maximizes
the day�s pro�ts by choosing its supply (or demand) in the interbank market,
taking into account the reaction function in (9). The bank solves the beginning-
of-the-day value function:

VT (sj;T ;ST ) = max
fbjTg

n
iT bj;T + ET

h
�omoj;T

�
d̂j;T

�
j rj;T+1 = 0; bj;T

io
, (11)

where the state of bank j at time T is de�ned by its reserve position sj;t =
(aj;t; rj;t), and the aggregate state variable at time T is given by the interbank
market rates up to T � 1, St = (i1; i2:::iT�1).
The value function has two arguments: �rst, the bank decides how much

to lend or borrow in the interbank market, and receives or pays the interbank
interest rate, iT , respectively; and second, the expected value of bank�s pro�ts
before the auction evaluated at its optimum.
Using (10), the �rst order condition of (11) is:

iT � pip � (1� p)
n
id +

�
il � id

�
F
h
rj;T �

�
aj;T � b̂j;T

�io
= 0. (12)

From (12), we solve for the reaction function of bank j for the liquidity supply
(or demand) in the interbank market in the last day of the reserve period T :

b̂j;T = aj;T � rj;T + F�1
(
iT �

�
pip + (1� p) id

�
(1� p) (il � id)

)
. (13)

Note that the reaction function of the liquidity supply (or demand) by bank j
depends on the equilibrium interbank interest rate, iT ; the state variables, aj;T
and rj;T ; exogenous rates ip, id and il; and shocks distributions.
We use the clearing condition of the interbank market in (5), to obtain the

last day�s equilibrium interbank interest rate:

i�T = pip + (1� p)
�
id +

�
il � id

�
F (RT �AT )

�
, (14)

where we de�ne aggregate variable Xt =
1R
0

xj;t@j, for xj;t = (aj;t; bj;t; rj;t).

The equilibrium interbank interest rate is equal to the policy rate, ip, only
if the probability of receiving the demanded resources at the auction is equal
to one, i.e. p = 1. Otherwise, with p < 1, the mechanism for money supply
causes a distortion that separates the equilibrium interbank interest rate from
the policy rate. The spread between these two rates depends on the size of the
expected demand shocks, and is bounded by the rates at the Central Bank�s
facilities.
We replace equation (14) in (13) to obtain equilibrium supply of (or demand

for) resources in the interbank market in the last day of the reserve period, by
bank j:

b�j;T = (aj;T � rj;T ) + (RT �AT ) . (15)
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Optimal activity of bank j in the interbank market in the last day of the
reserve period depends positively on its assets net of its de�ciency, and aggregate
demand for resources (aggregate de�ciency net of aggregate assets).
Note that the equilibrium supply of resources in the interbank market does

not depend on the uncertainty of receiving resources at the auction. Therefore,
we conclude that, at least under the framework presented for the last day of
the requirement period, the money supply mechanism with auction and window
facilities does not encourage the deepening of the interbank market.
Replacing (15) in (9), we obtain equilibrium demand at the auction:

d�j;T =

(
RT �AT � F�1

�
ip�id
il�id

�
, with p

0, with 1� p
, (16)

and aggregating over institutions that get liquidity at the auction, we obtain
total supply by the Central Bank at time T :

M�
T

p
= RT �AT � F�1

�
ip � id
il � id

�
. (17)

Equations (14) through (17) summarize the �ndings of the model for the
last day of the requirement period, that are to be validated in section 3 of the
paper. To continue with the backward induction it is useful to calculate how
the value function in T changes with marginal changes in last period de�ciency,
rj;T . Then, replacing (16) in the value function in (11), we calculate:

@
@rj;T

VT (sj;T ;ST ) =

@

@rj;T

�
iT b

�
j;T + ET

�
�omoj;T

�
d�j;T

�
j rj;T+1 = 0; b�j;T

�	
= �iT . (18)

Marginal liquidity that was not used in T � 1 to reduce the de�ciency with
which the bank starts the last day of the reserve period, must be obtained in T
either in the interbank market at the beginning of day T , or later under supply
uncertainty in the last day�s auction. Equation (18) shows that the opportunity
cost of not marginally reducing the de�ciency in T � 1 is the interbank interest
rate, iT .

2.3 Payo¤s and solution at time t = T � 1
2.3.1 Bank�s problem at the auction in day T � 1

We continue solving the model with backward induction for the auction in the-
day-before-the-last, t = T � 1. At this time, the bank has found an equilibrium
solution for endogenous variables in T , in terms of states, exogenous variables
and parameters; and knows its assets and de�ciency (aj;T�1; rj;T�1), Central
Bank policy and facilities´ interest rates and shocks distributions. At this time
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the requirement constraint is not yet binding, so the bank chooses over its
demand at the auction, dj;T�1, and next period de�ciency, rj;T , to solve:

max
fdj;T�1;rj;T g

ET�1
�
�omoj;T�1 (dj;T�1; rj;T ) + VT (sj;T ;ST ) j bj;T�1

�
. (19)

Objective function in (19) is composed by two arguments: �rst, it contains
pro�ts at the auction, and second, it contains next day value function evaluated
at the equilibrium, but conditional on states which are determined in T � 1.8
We can write the �rst argument in (19) as:

ET�1
�
�omoj;T�1 (dj;T�1; rj;T ) j bj;T�1

�
=

p

8>>>><>>>>:
�ipdj;T�1

+id
�

~mj;T�1
� (rj;T�1 � rj;T )

�
[1� F (rj;T�1 � rj;T � ~mj;T�1)]

+il
�

~mj;T�1
� (rj;T�1 � rj;T )

�
F (rj;T�1 � rj;T � ~mj;T�1)

9>>>>=>>>>; (20)

+(1� p)
*
id
�
aj;T�1 � bj;T�1
� (rj;T�1 � rj;T )

��
1� F

�
rj;T�1 � rj;T

� (aj;T�1 � bj;T�1)

��
+il

�
aj;T�1 � bj;T�1
� (rj;T�1 � rj;T )

�
F

�
rj;T�1 � rj;T

� (aj;T�1 � bj;T�1)

� +

+p

�
idET ("j;T�1 j "j;T�1 > rj;T�1 � rj;T � ~mj;T�1)
+ilET ("j;T�1 j "j;T�1 < rj;T�1 � rj;T � ~mj;T�1)

�
+(1� p)

�
idET ["j;T�1 j "j;T�1 > rj;T�1 � rj;T � (aj;T�1 � bj;T�1)]
+ilET ["j;T�1 j "j;T�1 < rj;T�1 � rj;T � (aj;T�1 � bj;T�1)]

�
.

The �rst curly bracket in (20) shows the payo¤s for the event in which the
bank receives the liquidity demanded at the auction, with probability p: it
pays the policy interest rate for liquidity demanded, and depending on states,
decisions and the size and sign of the demand shock, the bank ends the day
with spare liquidity (when "j;T�1 + ~mj;T�1 > rj;T�1 � rj;T ) that it takes to the
Central Bank deposit facility or shortness of liquidity (when "j;T�1 + ~mj;T�1 <
rj;T�1 � rj;T ) in which case the bank ask for it from the Central Bank lending
facility.
The second bracket (triangular) contains the payo¤s under the event of not

getting liquidity at the auction. The bank faces the same two possibilities: to
�nish the day with spare resources in which case it takes them to the deposit
facility and gets id, or to end in need of resources in which case it asks for
liquidity at the lending facility.
Using (18) and Assumption 2, the �rst order conditions on (19) give:

fdj;T�1g : id+
�
il � id

�
F
n
rj;T�1 � rj;T �

h
aj;T�1 � bj;T�1 + d̂j;T�1I (p)

io
�ip = 0,
(21)

8 In particular, demand shock in T � 1 determines liquid assest at time T , and endogenous
decision about reduction of de�ciency in T � 1 determines rj;T .
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and

frj;T g : (1� p)
�
id +

�
il � id

�
F [rj;T�1 � r̂j;T � (aj;T�1 � bj;T�1)]

	
(22)

+p
�
id +

�
il � id

�
F [rj;T�1 � r̂j;T � (aj;T�1 � bj;T�1 + dj;T�1)]

	
�ET�1 (iT ) = 0.

Replacing the reaction function for demand at the auction, d̂j;T�1, (21) in
(22), we obtain reaction function for the reduction of the de�ciency in T � 1, in
terms of states (aj;T�1; rj;T�1), predetermined bj;T�1, exogenous Central Bank
interest rates, and endogenous expectation on next-day interbank interest rate,
ET�1 (iT ):

rj;T�1 � r̂j;T = (aj;T�1 � bj;T�1) + F�1
(
ET�1 (iT )�

�
pip + (1� p) id

�
(1� p) (il � id)

)
.

(23)
We replace reaction function for the reduction in the de�ciency (23) in (21),

and obtain reaction function for demand at the auction in terms of shock dis-
tributions, exogenous interest rates and endogenous expectation on next-day
interbank interest rate, ET�1 (iT ):

d̂j;T�1 =

8<: F�1
�
ET�1(iT )�[pip+(1�p)id]

(1�p)(il�id)

�
� F�1

�
ip�id
il�id

�
, with p

0, with 1� p
.

(24)
Again, like in T , it will prove to be useful to know how the auction�s objec-

tive function at T � 1 changes with marginal supply of resources early in the
day, when evaluated at the reaction function for the endogenous variables. We
calculate:

@

@bj;T�1
ET�1

h
�omoj;T�1

�
d̂j;T�1; r̂j;T

�
+ VT (sj;T ;ST ) j bj;T�1

i
= �ET�1 (iT ) .

(25)
Marginal reserves lent earlier in the day cost the expected value in T � 1 of

the interbank interest rate in T . Note that at the equilibrium (see (14)) this
expectation depends on the policy rate and size and sign of demand shocks in
T .

2.3.2 Bank�s problem in the interbank market in day t = T � 1

Bank j optimizes over the value function:

VT�1 (sj;T�1;ST�1) =

max
fbjT�1g

iT�1bj;T�1+ET�1

h
�omoj;T�1

�
d̂j;T�1; r̂j;T

�
+ VT (sj;T ;ST ) j bj;T�1

i
. (26)

Value function in T � 1 has two arguments: pro�ts in the interbank market
and the expected value at the auction and next-period value function.
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Equation (26) is a linear function in bj;T�1. Optimization can yield one of
three options: (i) iT�1 > ET�1 (iT ), where bank j would like to lend as much
as possible in the interbank market at time T � 1; (ii) iT�1 < ET�1 (iT ), and
bank j would like to borrow as much as possible from the interbank market; or
(iii) iT�1 = ET�1 (iT ), where bank j would be indi¤erent between lending (or
borrowing) today or tomorrow and we have in�nite solutions for bjT�1, and all
other endogenous variables that depend on it.
Assuming that bank j cannot lend in the interbank market more resources

that the ones he has available at the time, the maximum amount he could
lend would be [bj;T�1]

max
= aj;T�1. If this amount is positive for each and

every bank, the situation iT�1 > ET�1 (iT ) cannot be an equilibrium since,
in that case,

R 1
0
bj;T�1 > 0, which violates the equilibrium condition in the

interbank market. On the other hand, even if for some banks aj;T�1 < 0, those
banks would not want to borrow today but tomorrow, and therefore, for them,
bj;T�1 = 0.In conclusion, the event iT�1 > ET�1 (iT ) can be sustained as an
equilibrium in the interbank market only if aj;T�1 � 0, 8j, so that b�j;T�1 = 0,
8j.
In the event that iT�1 < ET�1 (iT ), bank j would like to borrow as much

as possible from the interbank market. In principle, it would like to borrow
rj;T , so that it covers its requirement already in T � 1. Bank j may want
to borrow even more and put it in the deposit window at the Central Bank,
obtaining a return of id. Because of the fact that in this event banks would
like to borrow as much as possible to cover their de�ciency and put resources
in the deposit window at the central bank, it results that

R 1
0
bj;T�1 < 0, and

therefore the event iT�1 < ET�1 (iT ) can never be sustained as an equilibrium
of the interbank market.
It can be concluded, then, that the only possible equilibrium for the inter-

bank market is to have
ET�1 (iT ) = iT�1, (27)

con�rming the hypothesis that the interbank interest rate follows a Martingale
process. PR (2006) analyze the hypothesis however they do not obtain an
analytical derivation for it.
We conclude that under this framework there are multiple (in�nite) equilibria

for the supply (or demand) of resources of bank j in the interbank market at
time T �1. According to equation (23), there are also multiple equilibria for the
de�ciency reduction. Furthermore, according to the interbank clearing market
condition, in (5), there are multiple equilibria for the interbank interest rate (its
expectation with conditional information at T � 1), demand at the auction and
liquidity supply from the Central Bank.
The multiple equilibria is characterized by equation (23), where the more

the commercial bank supply in the interbank market the less it can reduce its
de�ciency. There is a trade-o¤ between the two objectives of maximizing pro�ts
in the interbank market and satisfying the requirement constraint. The bank
has to choose along the linear relation in equation (23), how much it desires to
supply (or demand) in the interbank market at time T�1 with its correspondent
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reduction of the de�ciency.

2.3.3 Determination of a single equilibrium

Supply at the interbank market and reduction of the de�ciency are determined
jointly. The commercial bank faces a trade-o¤ according to equation (23): if it
decides to reduce its de�ciency, it sacri�ces pro�ts; and if it decides to supply
at the interbank market and make pro�ts, it does not reduces its de�ciency and
faces the risk of needing to accept more expensive liquidity.
We assume all institutions have preferences about how fast they want to

reduce their de�ciency. We propose W to represent those preferences. Bank j
solves:

max
fbj;T�1;rj;T g

W = �
h
j (bj;T�1)

2
+ (rj;T�1 � rj;T )2

i
, (28)

where 0 � j <1 is the relative weight that bank j gives to reducing its de�-
ciency with respect to its bene�ts in the interbank market. Subject to equation
(23):

rj;T�1 � r̂j;T = aj;T�1 � bj;T�1 + F�1
(
ET�1 (iT )�

�
pip + (1� p) id

�
(1� p) (il � id)

)
.

We replace (23) in (28) and use the Martingale result in (27). Then, �rst
order condition gives reaction function for supply (or demand) of bank j in the
interbank market in terms of the endogenous interbank interest rate in T � 1,
states, exogenous variables and parameters:

b̂j;T�1 =
1

1 + j

"
aj;T�1 + F

�1

(
iT�1 �

�
pip + (1� p) id

�
(1� p) (il � id)

)#
. (29)

Replacing (29) in (23), again with the use of (27), we obtain reaction function
for the reduction of the de�ciency, also in terms of the endogenous interbank
interest rate in T � 1, states, exogenous variables and parameters:

rj;T�1 � r̂j;T =
j

1 + j

(
aj;T�1 + F

�1

" iT�1�piP
(1�p) � id

il � id

#)
. (30)

Replacing (29) in the clearing market condition in (5), we are able to solve
for the equilibrium interbank interest rate in T � 1:

i�T�1 = pip + (1� p)

26664id + �il � id�F
0BBB@�

1R
0

aj;T�1
1+j

@j

1R
0

1
1+j

@j

1CCCA
37775 . (31)

We replace (31) in equations (29) and (30), to �nd equilibrium supply (or
demand) for resources in the interbank market and equilibrium reduction of the
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de�ciency at time T � 1, respectively:

b�j;T�1 =
1

1 + j

26664aj;T�1 �
1R
0

aj;T�1
1+j

@j

1R
0

1
1+j

@j

37775 , (32)

and

rj;T�1 � r�j;T =
j

1 + j

8>>><>>>:aj;T�1 �
1R
0

aj;T�1
1+j

@j

1R
0

1
1+j

@j

9>>>=>>>; . (33)

Equations (31) through (33) are the results of the model to be validated
in section 3 of the paper. As we have noticed for time t = T , in time T � 1
equilibrium interbank interest rate is distorted by the uncertainty at the auction.
The smaller the probability, p, of getting the liquidity demanded at the auction,
the greater the distortion is. Once again, as in the last day of the requirement
period, equilibrium liquidity supply by banks in the interbank market is not
a¤ected by the auction-window supply mechanism.
This result for T � 1, together with the equilibrium in T , indicates that the

auction-window mechanism generates distortions with no bene�ts for the deep-
ening of interbank activity. It is worth noticing that, as previously mentioned,
the mechanism put in place might respond to other objectives di¤erent from the
deepening of the interbank market which we do not consider or model in this
paper.

2.4 Recursiveness

Replacing equilibrium supply (or demand) of bank j in the interbank market
(32) and equilibrium reduction of the de�ciency (33) in the value function of
day T � 1, (26), we calculate:

@

@rj;T�1

�
iT�1b

�
j;T�1 + ET�1

�
�omoj;T�1

�
d�j;T�1; r

�
j;T

�
+ VT (sj;T ;ST ) j b�j;T�1

�	
= �iT�1,

(34)
which is analogue to (18). Therefore, results for t = T � 1 can be iterated for
all t 2 [1; T � 1].
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3 Data analysis

This section starts by describing the sources of information of Colombian in-
terbank markets that are going to be used to validate the results (equilibria)
of the model in section 2. Then, we focus on providing statistical evidence for
the Martingale hypothesis, results at the last day of the requirement period and
�nally, for all other days.

3.1 Data

In order to show the patterns we �nd in Colombia data, we use information of
the average reserve requirements and funds e¤ectively held by banks, reported to
the Colombian Regulator (Superintendencia Financiera - SF, form 443); interest
rates and the amounts lent and borrowed by each bank in the uncollateralized
market (SF, form 441); and interest rates and amounts traded in the collateral-
ized interbank market from DCV (Depósito Central de Valores, Central Bank�s
depositary for clearing and delivering of Government bonds -TES-). This data
includes records from SEN, MEC and those made OTC.
We focus our attention in analyzing and processing data for overnight op-

erations only, and we �nd the global position in the interbank market for each
bank (i.e. the amount lent in collateralized and uncollateralized markets minus
the amount borrowed in both of them). We construct a weighted interest rate.
The information about OMOs is taken from the Central Bank. We use the
amounts demanded and actually obtained in the daily REPO auctions by each
bank, and its corresponding interest rates. This information is used to calculate
the supply shock (frequency of banks getting nothing out of the auction).
We build a database that re�ects the operation of the monetary policy in

Colombia. It contains money supply by the Central Bank and reserve require-
ments.
We consider all operations per entity, for each day of the period January 2012

- April 2013. Our data base includes 34 full reserve requirement periods, which
accounts for 57,596 observations.9Because our purpose is to analyze all types of
overnight operations among entities, which we called the total interbank market,
we include the collateralized and non-collateralized transactions.10 From these
operations, we exclude all transactions at rates lower than the deposit rate of
the Central Bank because we recognize that those are for di¤erent purposes
than the borrowing-lending type. With the remaining transactions, we de�ne
the following variables:

9 In Colombia, a reserve requirement period includes a total of 14 days, starting a Wednes-
day and �nishing a Tuesday two weeks later. During this period, the amount held as reserves
every day (including weekends) is considered in the average for the reserve requirement.
10 In this sense, our goal is not to explain the interbank interest rate market as it is usually

understood. Usually interbank or overnight rate is the rate resulting from non-collateralized
transactions among entities. As we mentioned before, our interest is to analyze these oper-
ations along with those that are collateralized. Therefore, the resulting average rate of both
types of transactions is what we call total interbank interest rate.
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� De�ciency reduction: it corresponds to the daily value of the reserves for
each institution. It does not include resources di¤erent from those used
to meet reserve requirements11 . It is important to mention that not all
entities considered here have to satisfy the reserve requirement (this is
only for credit institutions).

� Total interbank interest rate: calculated as the weighted average of all
collateralized and non-collateralized operations considered in the model.

� Daily operations with the Central Bank: REPO and window facilities net
balance.

� Daily total interbank transactions: overnight collateralized and non-collateralized
transactions. 57,596 observations resulted.

3.1.1 Parameters used in the data analysis

In the results we show below, we calibrate values for supply and demand shock
distribution parameters, and preference parameter j in equation (28).
We assume that the demand shocks follows a Logistic distribution function.

Given that we have more than 50 thousand observations, we assume that the
sample mean and standard deviation correspond to their unobservable values.
Therefore, we have a demand shock distribution with F (�" = 0; �" = 789:3).
The supply shock follows a Binomial distribution function with parameter p

calibrated at 0.99. This parameter has been calculated from an average of the
proportion of banks that, having participated in the auction, were given some
liquidity.
Parameter capturing the preferences of banks over de�ciency reduction and

interbank activity j was calibrated by dividing equations (29) and (30), using
data by day and by bank, and then averaging by bank over the considered
period.

3.2 The Martingale (di¤erence) hypothesis

Equation (27) is an analytical derivation of the Martingale hypothesis proposed
by PR (2006). In this section we aim to test whether the interbank interest
rate follows this kind of process. We follow the method of Domínguez & Lobato
(2003) to test Martingale di¤erence hypothesis. From equation (27), we have

Et (it+1 j it; :::i1) = it. (35)

We use the de�nition of the conditional expectation to write

Et (it+1 � it j it; :::i1) = 0, (36)

which implies that the conditional expected marginal return of the interbank
reserves is zero. The Martingale Di¤erence Hypothesis allows us to claim that
if equation (36) holds, the interbank interest rate follows a Martingale process.
11 It does not include resources kept in deposit or lending facilities at the Central Bank.
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We use the Dominguez-Lobato Test for Martingale Di¤erence Hypothesis
of the package: Variance Ratio tests and other tests for Martingale Di¤erence
Hypothesis, "vrtest", that runs in R, and was programmed by Kim (2011).12

The test sets
H0 : Et (it+1 � it j it; :::it�q) = 0,

calculates de Cramer von Mises test statistic (Cp) and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test statistic (Kp), with wild bootstrap p � value of the Cp test (Cp � pval)
and wild bootstrap p � value of the Kp test (Kp � pval); with 300 bootstrap
iterations, and q = 5 lags for the conditional expectation. This lag value was
chosen because 5 is the average lag of a two-weeks maintenance period with 10

working days (i.e. 5 = 1
9

9P
q=1

q).

Results allow not to reject the null hypothesis with Cp = 0; 0176; Kp =
0; 5050; Cp� pval = 0; 9367; Kp� pval = 0; 8133.
Given that Cp� pval and Kp� pval are greater than 0; 05, we do not reject

the Martingale hypothesis process for the Colombian interbank rate.13

Economic meaning of a Martingale process might mean e¢ ciency in the
interbank market, because expected gains from one day to the next are statis-
tically zero as all arbitrage possibilities have been taken. PR (2006) have come
to set this hypothesis from their derivations, however to our understanding this
is the �rst paper to produce a full analytical derivation of this result.

3.3 Model results versus the interbank market in Colom-
bia

In this subsection, we present 6 scatter plots for variables of our interest where
we compare observed data (always in the horizontal axis) with the model out-
come (in the vertical axis). Each �gure contains an OLS linear (with constant)
regression line. In a perfect �t, one would get a 45 degree line (a coe¢ cient of
1 in the linear regression). We present the regression results in the appendix.

12See reference in Charles, Darne and Kim (2011).
13Code in R is available at the request of the reader.
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We use equation (14) to obtain model�s equilibrium interest rate of the in-
terbank market for the last day of the requirement period. The model explains
(adjusted R2) nearly 96% of the variable�s variance, with a signi�cant coe¢ cient
of 1.21, which means that our model underestimates this interest rate (Figure
4, and Table A1).

Figure 4: Interbank interest rate for the last day of the
requirement period
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We use equation (16) to obtain model�s equilibrium aggregate demand at
auction for the last day of the requirement period. The model explains (adjusted
R2) nearly 90% of the variable�s variance, with a signi�cant coe¢ cient of 0.76,
which means that our model overestimates the aggregate demand (Figure 5, and
Table A2).

Figure 5: Aggregate demand at the auction for the last day of
the requirement period. Thousands of Million of pesos
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We use equation (15) to obtain model�s equilibrium liquidity supply in the
interbank market by bank j in the last day of the requirement period. The model
explains (adjusted R2) nearly 35% of the variable�s variance, with a signi�cant
coe¢ cient of 0.25, which means that our model overestimates interbank activity
(Figure 6, and Table A3).

Figure 6: Net money supply by bank j in the interbank market the
last day of the requirement period, Thousands of Million of pesos.
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We use equation (31) to obtain model�s equilibrium interbank interest rate
for days other than the last day of the requirement period. The model explains
(adjusted R2) nearly 94% of the variable�s variance, with a signi�cant coe¢ cient
of 1.24, which means that our model underestimates this interest rate (Figure
7, and Table A4).

Figure 7: Interbank interest rate for days other than the last of
the requirement period
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We use equation (32) to obtain model�s equilibrium liquidity supply in the
interbank market by bank j in days other than the last day of the requirement
period. The model explains (adjusted R2) nearly 23% of the variable�s variance,
with a signi�cant coe¢ cient of 0.35, which means that our model overestimates
this interbank activity (Figure 8, and Table A5).

Figure 8: Money supply by bank j at the interbank market for
days other than the last of the requirement period
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We use equation (33) to obtain model�s equilibrium reduction in the de�-
ciency by bank j in days other than the last day of the requirement period.
The model explains (adjusted R2) nearly 82% of the variable�s variance, with a
signi�cant coe¢ cient of 1.15, which means that our model underestimates the
de�ciency reduction (Figure 9, and Table A6).

Figure 9: De�ciency reduction by bank j for days other than the
last of the requirement period

4 Final remarks

We have set a dynamic stochastic model for the interbank market in Colom-
bia. We modify the structure of the model in PR (2006) in four aspects: �rst,
we allow for daily auctions instead of one in the entire requirement period;
second, we alter the timing of the model to have the auction after interbank
trading has taken place, at any given day, and not before; third, the banks in
our model optimally decide over the amount of reserves they accumulate each
day to contribute to their reserve requirement, which is a residual in PR (2006).
In this paper we present one of four possible timings for this decision to be
made: simultaneously with the auction demand decision. Fourth, along with
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the demand shock in PR (2006), banks in our model face a second source of un-
certainty: there is a probability of not obtaining resources at the auction, which
is a shortcut for modelling an auction mechanism. Finally, the reader should
note that our framework does not take into account frictions that would alter
the perfect competition assumption, nor other sources of heterogeneity among
institutions (e.g. size), neither risk perception between market participants (or
other information problems).
We set two main objectives for the paper: �rst we aim to understand how

interbank markets work, and second, how Central Banks mechanism to conduct
monetary policy a¤ects outcomes (interest rates and loans) in those markets.
Even though we focus our attention in the Colombian case, the analytical tools
we develop here can be used to study a wide range of interbank markets from
di¤erent economies since they have some common features.
Our main �ndings are:
The equilibrium interbank interest rate is equal to the policy rate, ip, only

if the probability of receiving the demanded resources at the auction is equal
to one. Otherwise, the mechanism for money supply causes a distortion that
separates the equilibrium interbank interest rate from the policy rate. The
spread between these two rates depends on the size of the expected demand
shocks, and is bounded by the rates at the Central Bank�s facilities.
Optimal activity of bank j in the interbank market in the last day of the

reserve period depends positively on its assets net of its de�ciency, and aggregate
demand for resources (aggregate de�ciency net of aggregate assets). Equilibrium
supply of resources in the interbank market the last day of the requirement
period does not depend on the uncertainty of receiving resources at the auction.
We conclude that, at least under the framework presented for the last day of
the requirement period, the money supply mechanism with auction and window
facilities does not encourage the deepening of the interbank market.
In days other than the last day of the requirement period, equilibrium inter-

bank interest rate is distorted by the uncertainty at the auction. The smaller
the probability of getting the liquidity demanded at the auction, the greater the
distortion is. Once again, as in the last day of the requirement period, equilib-
rium liquidity supply by banks in the interbank market is not a¤ected by the
auction-window supply mechanism.
Overall results indicate that the auction-window mechanism generates dis-

tortion with no bene�ts for the deepening of interbank activity. It is worth
noticing that, as previously mentioned, the mechanism put in place might re-
spond to other objectives di¤erent from the deepening of the interbank market
which we do not consider or model in this paper.
We are aware that our analytical results are conditional to the structure

of the model presented in detail, in particular on the assumptions about the
demand shock distribution and the supply shock modelling.
To our understanding, this paper is the �rst in presenting an analytical

derivation for a Matingale process followed by the interbank interest rate. Eco-
nomic meaning of a Martingale process might mean e¢ ciency in the interbank
market, because expected gains from one day to the next are statistically zero
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as all arbitrage possibilities have been taken.
Additionally, empirical analysis of the model�s results are satisfactory: we

test and do not reject the hypothesis that the interbank interest rate follows a
Martingale process; it is shown that interbank interest rate is consistently un-
derestimated by our model while interbank activity and aggregate demand at
the auction are overestimated. We consider that these results come from two
sources, �rst, it could be useful to constraint the model to have positive reduc-
tion of the de�ciency (note that it is underestimated), and second it could be use-
ful to model other sources of heterogeneity among banks that captures risk fac-
tors.
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Appendix: regression results

Dependent Variable: ITOBS
Method: Least Squares
Date: 10/25/13   Time: 09:34
Sample: 1 35
Included observations: 35

Variable Coefficient Std. Error tStatistic Prob.

C 0.007794 0.001937 4.024030 0.0003
ITP1 1.212276 0.041287 29.36186 0.0000

Rsquared 0.963133     Mean dependent var 0.048577
Adjusted Rsquared 0.962016     S.D. dependent var 0.007755
S.E. of regression 0.001511     Akaike info criterion 10.09616
Sum squared resid 7.54E05     Schwarz criterion 10.00728
Log likelihood 178.6827     HannanQuinn criter. 10.06548
Fstatistic 862.1186     DurbinWatson stat 1.594127
Prob(Fstatistic) 0.000000

Table A1

Dependent Variable: MTOBS
Method: Least Squares
Date: 10/25/13   Time: 09:39
Sample: 1 35
Included observations: 35

Variable Coefficient Std. Error tStatistic Prob.

C 9.533129 1.653727 5.764632 0.0000
MTP1 0.760023 0.045532 16.69190 0.0000

Rsquared 0.894102     Mean dependent var 30.79094
Adjusted Rsquared 0.890893     S.D. dependent var 18.89455
S.E. of regression 6.241135     Akaike info criterion 6.555647
Sum squared resid 1285.408     Schwarz criterion 6.644524
Log likelihood 112.7238     HannanQuinn criter. 6.586327
Fstatistic 278.6195     DurbinWatson stat 1.544094
Prob(Fstatistic) 0.000000

Table A2
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Dependent Variable: BTOBS
Method: Least Squares
Date: 10/28/13   Time: 09:37
Sample: 1 4165
Included observations: 4165

Variable Coefficient Std. Error tStatistic Prob.

C 0.000119 1.169397 0.000102 0.9999
BTMOD 0.253084 0.005412 46.76405 0.0000

Rsquared 0.344397     Mean dependent var 0.000120
Adjusted Rsquared 0.344239     S.D. dependent var 93.19585
S.E. of regression 75.46912     Akaike info criterion 11.48580
Sum squared resid 23710736     Schwarz criterion 11.48885
Log likelihood 23917.19     HannanQuinn criter. 11.48688
Fstatistic 2186.876     DurbinWatson stat 1.894461
Prob(Fstatistic) 0.000000

Table A3

Dependent Variable: ITOBS
Method: Least Squares
Date: 10/28/13   Time: 10:58
Sample: 1 450
Included observations: 450

Variable Coefficient Std. Error tStatistic Prob.

C 0.008513 0.000694 12.26791 0.0000
ITP1G3 1.239183 0.014725 84.15300 0.0000

Rsquared 0.940502     Mean dependent var 0.049411
Adjusted Rsquared 0.940370     S.D. dependent var 0.007665
S.E. of regression 0.001872     Akaike info criterion 9.719537
Sum squared resid 0.001569     Schwarz criterion 9.701274
Log likelihood 2188.896     HannanQuinn criter. 9.712339
Fstatistic 7081.727     DurbinWatson stat 0.281033
Prob(Fstatistic) 0.000000

Table A4
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Dependent Variable: BTOBS
Method: Least Squares
Date: 10/28/13   Time: 10:29
Sample: 1 53550
Included observations: 53550

Variable Coefficient Std. Error tStatistic Prob.

C 0.001774 0.286399 0.006195 0.9951
BTG3 0.351560 0.002751 127.7716 0.0000

Rsquared 0.233645     Mean dependent var 0.001774
Adjusted Rsquared 0.233630     S.D. dependent var 75.70624
S.E. of regression 66.27518     Akaike info criterion 11.22555
Sum squared resid 2.35E+08     Schwarz criterion 11.22588
Log likelihood 300562.0     HannanQuinn criter. 11.22565
Fstatistic 16325.58     DurbinWatson stat 2.108459
Prob(Fstatistic) 0.000000

Table A5

Dependent Variable: REDTOBS
Method: Least Squares
Date: 10/28/13   Time: 10:40
Sample: 1 53550
Included observations: 53550

Variable Coefficient Std. Error tStatistic Prob.

C 35.09531 0.951420 36.88729 0.0000
REDTG3 1.148930 0.002289 502.0172 0.0000

Rsquared 0.824760     Mean dependent var 154.0660
Adjusted Rsquared 0.824757     S.D. dependent var 509.3573
S.E. of regression 213.2276     Akaike info criterion 13.56263
Sum squared resid 2.43E+09     Schwarz criterion 13.56297
Log likelihood 363137.5     HannanQuinn criter. 13.56274
Fstatistic 252021.3     DurbinWatson stat 1.845243
Prob(Fstatistic) 0.000000

Table A6
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